
Rumore		Johnson	
e	shot	noise

Corso	di	Metodi	di	Trattamento	del	Segnale
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Dimostrazione	di	Pierce	della	formula	per	
il	rumore	Johnson
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R	reale R	ideale=

GEN

Generatore	di	rumore
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Analisi	in	frequenza	fatta	aggiungendo	un	circuito	risonante	
in	serie

ω0 =
1
LC

Γ =
R
L

Q =
ω0

Γ
=

L /C
R
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L
2

I( f ) 2 df
0

+∞

∫ =
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V ( f ) 2
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df
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=
L
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R2 + 4π 2 f 2L2 1− f0
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f 2
⎛
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⎞
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2 df0

+∞

∫

Energia	media	nell’induttanza
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...	allora	prendendo	un	Q-valore	molto	alto	...

1
2
LI 2 =

L
2

V ( f ) 2

R2 + 4π 2 f 2L2 1− f0
2

f 2
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

2 df0

+∞

∫

≈
L
2

V ( f0 )
2 df

R2 +16π 2L2 ( f − f0 )
2−∞

+∞

∫

f 2 − f0
2( )2

f 2
=

f − f0( )2 f + f0( )2
f 2

= Δf( )2 2 f0 + Δf( )2
f0 + Δf( )2

≈ 4 Δf( )2
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dx
a2 + b2x2∫ =

1
ab
arctan bx

a

quindi

dΔf
R2 +16π 2L2 (Δf )2−∞

+∞

∫ =
1

4πLR
arctan 4πLΔf

R −∞

+∞

=
1
4LR
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1
2
kT =

1
2
LI 2 ≈

L
2

V ( f0 )
2 1
4LR

V ( f0 )
2 = 4kTR teorema	di	Nyquist
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Si noti che non c’è dipendenza dalla frequenza, si 
tratta di un rumore bianco.
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Dimostrazione	del	teorema	di	Nyquist	per	
mezzo	del	teorema	di	Campbell
• Richiede	la	conoscenza	della	distribuzione	di	Poisson;
• Richiede	conoscenze	basilari	sulla	conduzione	nei	metalli
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Il	teorema	di	Campbell

14

Consideriamo	ora	un	sistema	con	una	risposta	impulsiva	h(t)

Esempio:	nel	caso	del	circuito	RC	abbiamo	visto	che

h(t) =
0        se t < 0

e− t /RC

RC
  se t ≥ 0

⎧

⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪
⎪

VC (t) = V (s)h(t − s)ds
−∞

+∞

∫
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VC (t) = V (s)h(t − s)ds
−∞

+∞

∫ limite di VC (t) ≈ V (tk )h(t − tk )
k
∑
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Impulsi	distribuiti	Poissonianamente	- I
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Impulsi	distribuiti	Poissonianamente	- II
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Valore	medio	e	varianza	della	risposta	del	sistema	ad	treno	
di	impulsi	distribuiti	Poissonianamente

a numero	di	impulsi	per	unità	di	tempo

S ampiezza	di	ciascun	impulso

risposta	media	al	tempo	t” dovuta	
ad	impulsi	che	arrivano	al	tempo	t’ad ′t Sh( ′′t − ′t )

Risposta	media	(es.	tensione	media	ai	capi	del	condensatore	nel	
circuito	RC)	al	tempo	t”:

R = ad ′t Sh( ′′t − ′t )
−∞

′′t

∫ = aS h( ′′t − ′t )d ′t
−∞

′′t

∫
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ponendo	 t = ′′t − ′t

R = aS h(t)dt
0

∞

∫
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Analogamente,	notando	che	la	varianza	del	numero	di	
impulsi	che	arrivano	nel	tempo	dt è	ad ′t

var R = ad ′t S2h2 ( ′′t − ′t )
−∞

′′t

∫ = aS2 h2 ( ′′t − ′t )d ′t
−∞

′′t

∫

= aS2 h2 (t)dt
0

∞

∫



Le	formule	

R = aS h(t)dt
0

∞

∫

var R = aS2 h2 (t)dt
0

∞

∫
costituiscono	insieme	il	teorema	di	Campbell.	Si	dimostra	inoltre	
facilmente	che	vale	anche	l’estensione
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R = a S h(t)dt
0

∞

∫

var R = a S2 h2 (t)dt
0

∞

∫



Si noti ora che ...

h2 (t)dt
0

∞

∫ = h2 (t)dt
−∞

+∞

∫ = H ( f ) 2 df
−∞

+∞

∫ = 2 H ( f ) 2 df
0

∞

∫

h(t) = 0 se t < 0

teor. di Parseval

parità di H(f) dovuta 
alla realtà di h(t)
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quindi

Se assumiamo che la risposta impulsiva sia approssimabile per mezzo di
una funzione delta, allora H(f) = 1, e quindi la varianza della risposta per
unità di frequenza del sistema è

22

h|R(f)|2i = 2ahS2i

var R =

Z 1

0
h|R(f)|2idf

= ahS2i
Z 1

0
h
2(t)dt = 2ahS2i

Z 1

0
|H(f)|2df
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Ultimo	preliminare:	una	versione	semplificata	del	teorema	di	
Shockley-Ramo

v
-e

I

tensione: V
lunghezza: L

+

 

• Forza	che	agisce	
sull’elettrone	

• Lavoro	fatto	per	uno	
spostamento

• Lavoro	fatto	dal	
generatore	di	tensione

qV L

qV
L

Δx

I ⋅VΔt

qV
L

Δx = I ⋅VΔt

poiché																								allorav =
Δx
Δt

I = q v
L

Δx
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Applicazione	del	teorema	di	Campbell	
al	rumore	Johnson

24

Consideriamo	gli	impulsi	di	carica	associati	agli	spostamenti	
degli	elettroni	tra	una	collisione	e	l’altra	all’interno	di	una	
resistenza	R che	ha	lunghezza	L e	sezione	A

a =	frequenza	delle	collisioni

S =	ampiezza	di	un	singolo	impulso	di	carica

In	questo	modo	il	prodotto	aS è	una	corrente,	e	dal	teor.	di	
Campbell	si	trova

ΔI( f ) 2 = 2a S2R( f ) 2 = 2aS2
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n =	densità	media	degli	elettroni	nel	conduttore

=	tempo	medio	tra	due	collisioni	(per	un	singolo	el.)

Allora	numero	di	el.	nella	resistenza	=	nAL

Numero	di	collisioni	per	unità	di	tempo a = nAL τ

τ

Stima	del	numero	di	impulsi	per	unità	di	tempo	a
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Corrente	dovuta	al	movimento
di	un	elettrone

Singolo	impulso	di	carica	per	un	
movimento	che	dura	 da	una	
collisione	all’altra

Allora

I = q v
L

S = q v
L
Δt

S2 =
qvΔt
L

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
2

=
q2

L2
v2 Δt( )2

v e							sono	statisticamente	indipendenti

Stima	dell’ampiezza	quadratica	media

Δt

Δt

S2
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Però	noi	sappiamo	che	

v2 =
kT
m

Δt( )2 = Δt( )2 1
τ
e−Δt /τdΔt

0

∞

∫ = τ 2 x2e− xdx
0

∞

∫ = 2τ 2

quindi

S2 =
q2

L2
v2 Δt( )2 =

q2

L2
·kT
m
·2τ 2 = 2 q

2τ 2kT
mL2

1
2
m v2 =

kT
2
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Infine

I( f ) 2 = 2a S2 = 2 nAL
τ

⋅2 q
2τ 2kT
mL2

= 4 nq
2τ
m

⋅
A
L
kT = 4σ ⋅

A
L
kT

= 4 kT
R

V ( f ) 2 = R2 I( f ) 2 = 4kTR
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Applicazione	del	teorema	di	Campbell	
allo	shot	noise

29

I e-

carattere	“granulare”	della	corrente	elettrica

a = I
q

S2 = q2
quindi I( f ) 2 = 2aS2 = 2 I

q
q2 = 2Iq
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Esempi

30

1.	Rumore	Johnson	totale	di	una	resistenza	R	=	1	MΩ	@	300	K	
con	1	KHz	di	larghezza	di	banda

σV
2 = V 2 = 4kTRB

σV
2 = V ( f ) 2 ⋅ (1 KHz)

= 4 ⋅ (1.38 10−23  J ⋅K-1) ⋅ (300 K) ⋅ (1 MΩ) ⋅ (1 KHz)
≈ 1.7·10−11  V2

σV ≈ 4·10−6  V = 4 µV
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2.	Shot	noise	totale	per	una	corrente	I	=	0.1	A	con	1	KHz	di	
larghezza	di	banda

σ I
2 = I 2 = 2qIB

σ I
2 = I( f ) 2 ⋅ (1 KHz)

≈ 2 ⋅ (0.1 A) ⋅ (1.6 10-19  C) ⋅ (1 KHz)
= 3.2 10−17 A2

σ I ≈ 6·10−9 A = 6 nA; σ I

I
≈ 6·10−8
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Harry Nyquist (7/2/1889 – 4/4/1978)

Scienziato che ha lavorato ai laboratori Bell, ha 
dato contributi fondamentali alla teoria dei 
sistemi e alla teoria delle telecomunicazioni.

Tra i suoi contributi, ricordiamo: 

• è stato autore di 138 brevetti
• miglioramenti a telegrafia e fax
• ha contribuito alla tecnologia della TV 

analogica
• autore del ”criterio di Nyquist” sulla stabilità 

dei circuiti con retroazione
• il suo nome è legato al teorema del 

campionamento (teorema di ”Nyquist-
Shannon”)

• ha prodotto la prima spiegazione teorica del 
rumore Johnson
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ASME Nyquist Lecture 2005

A hard working problem solver

His daughter Phoebe: “I think one of the ways he succeeded in accomplishing so 
much is that he was very disciplined. The alarm always rang at 6:45 at our  house.  
He always got right up. While mother fixed his breakfast he got dressed and was out 
the door punctually at 7:30. You could set your watch by it, but he never hurried. He 
walked a mile to the train station and rode in to NYC. His return home was just as 
regular, so we could plan on eating at 6:15 PM. Some days he took the ferry across 
the Hudson River instead of the tubes under the water because the air was fresher. 
He did like being outdoors. I have a picture of him of him stretched out on the lawn 
taking a nap. He always reserved Saturday for household chores and Sunday was 
church, a good dinner and time to read or think. He frequently had a legal size 
yellow notebook on his lap and started figuring those equations. I suppose he 
couldn't let go of a problem until he got  it solved.”

(from K. J. Åström)
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ASME Nyquist Lecture 2005

Keys to Success

• Talent and creativity
• Ability to find good stimulating enviroments
• Curiosity
• Energy
• Searched fundamental problems
• Catch the essence abstract away details
• Sound use of mathematics

(from K. J. Åström)
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ASME Nyquist Lecture 2005

A Modest Person

• My impressions and feelings as a stranger in the new 
country:  I don't think it was any different from what it 
would have been if I had gone to Karlstad or 
Stockholm.

• Distinctions I have received: I have received honors 
for  technical work.

• Literary works, books, etc: I have published a few    
technical papers.

• Inventions discoveries, other notable achievements:  
I have  been granted a number of patents.

(from K. J. Åström)
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La formula di Nyquist è una forma di ”teorema di 
fluttuazione-dissipazione” 

Un altro semplice teorema di fluttuazione-dissipazione si può 
dimostrare facilmente per un oscillatore classico

Uguagliando l’energia termica media e l’energia potenziale 
media, si trova

1

2
kBT =

1

2
m!2

0hx2i

hx2i = kBT

m!2
0
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end impedance of the quarter-wave line, and 0
represents the electrical length of the line. In this
figure the solid line is obtained from (11). It will be
observed that the experimental points are in close
agreement with the theoretical curve, the greatest
departure being of the order of 5 per cent. It is inter-
esting to note that there is no indication of the opti-

mum predicted by the previous theoretical results,
shown by the dashed line.
We must conclude, therefore, that the short-line

calculations based on previous theoretical formulas
are in error, and that the theory presented in this
paper is adequate for the design of transmission-line
circuits.

Currents Induced by Electron Motion*
SIMON RAMOt, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary-A method is given for computing the instantaneous
current induced in neighboring conductors by a given specified motion
of electrons. The method is based on the repeated use of a simple
equation giving the current due to a single electron's movement and is
believed to be simpler than methods previously described.

INTRODUCTION
N designing vacuum tubes in which electron
transit-time is relatively long, it becomes neces-
sary to discard the low-frequency concept that

the instantaneous current taken by any electrode is
proportional to the number of electrons received by

d g

A
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0
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0

0

0

0
B C

Fig. 2

it per second. Negative grids, it is known, may carry
current even though they collect no electrons and
current may be noted in the circuit of a collector
during the time the electron is still approaching the
collector. A proper concept of current to an electrode
must consider the instantaneous change of electro-
static flux lines which end on the electrode and the
methods given in the literature for computing in-
duced current due to electron flow are based on this
concept.
A method of computing the induced current for a

specified electron motion is here explained which is
believed to be more direct and simpler than methods
previously described. In the more difficult cases, in
which flux plots or other tedious field-determination
methods must be used, only one field plot is needed
by the present method while the usual methods re-
quire a large number.

* Decimal classification: R138. Original manuscript received
by the Institute, September 16, 1938.

t General Engineering Laboratory, General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y.

METHOD OF COMPUTATION
The method is based on the following equation,

whose derivation is given later:

i = E,ev (1)
where i is the instantaneous current received by the
given electrode due to a single electron's motion, e
is the charge on the electron, v is its instantaneous
velocity, and E, is the component in the direction v
of that electric field which would exist at the elec-
tron's instantaneous position under the following
circumstances: electron removed, given electrode
raised to unit potential, all other conductors
grounded. The equation involves the usual assump-
tions that induced currents due to magnetic effects
are negligible and that the electrostatic field propa-
gates instantaneously.

SIMPLE EXAMPLE
A simple example is offered in the computation of

the instantaneous current due to an electron's motion
between two infinite plates (Fig. 1). (The result is
a starting point for the analysis of a diode, for
example, when the transit-time is long.)
From (1) we obtain immediately

ev
i = evE = -

d

In the literature' it is stated that this same result
is deduced from image theory. This involves the
setting up of an infinite series of image charges on
each side of the plates for a given position of the
electron and a consideration of the total flux crossing
one of the planes due to the series of charges, a
method which is lengthy and requires no little
familiarity with methods of handling infinite series.

THE GENERAL CASE
Consider a number of electrodes, A, B, C, D, in

the presence of a moving electron (Fig. 2) whose
path and instantaneous velocity are known. A tedi-
ous way to find the current induced in, say, electrode

1 D. 0. North, "Analysis of the effects of space charge on grid
impedance," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 24, pp. 108-158; February,
(1936).

Proceedings of the I.R.E.584 September, 1939
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From (1) we obtain immediately

ev
i = evE = -

d

In the literature' it is stated that this same result
is deduced from image theory. This involves the
setting up of an infinite series of image charges on
each side of the plates for a given position of the
electron and a consideration of the total flux crossing
one of the planes due to the series of charges, a
method which is lengthy and requires no little
familiarity with methods of handling infinite series.

THE GENERAL CASE
Consider a number of electrodes, A, B, C, D, in

the presence of a moving electron (Fig. 2) whose
path and instantaneous velocity are known. A tedi-
ous way to find the current induced in, say, electrode

1 D. 0. North, "Analysis of the effects of space charge on grid
impedance," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 24, pp. 108-158; February,
(1936).
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end impedance of the quarter-wave line, and 0
represents the electrical length of the line. In this
figure the solid line is obtained from (11). It will be
observed that the experimental points are in close
agreement with the theoretical curve, the greatest
departure being of the order of 5 per cent. It is inter-
esting to note that there is no indication of the opti-

mum predicted by the previous theoretical results,
shown by the dashed line.
We must conclude, therefore, that the short-line

calculations based on previous theoretical formulas
are in error, and that the theory presented in this
paper is adequate for the design of transmission-line
circuits.

Currents Induced by Electron Motion*
SIMON RAMOt, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary-A method is given for computing the instantaneous
current induced in neighboring conductors by a given specified motion
of electrons. The method is based on the repeated use of a simple
equation giving the current due to a single electron's movement and is
believed to be simpler than methods previously described.

INTRODUCTION
N designing vacuum tubes in which electron
transit-time is relatively long, it becomes neces-
sary to discard the low-frequency concept that

the instantaneous current taken by any electrode is
proportional to the number of electrons received by
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it per second. Negative grids, it is known, may carry
current even though they collect no electrons and
current may be noted in the circuit of a collector
during the time the electron is still approaching the
collector. A proper concept of current to an electrode
must consider the instantaneous change of electro-
static flux lines which end on the electrode and the
methods given in the literature for computing in-
duced current due to electron flow are based on this
concept.
A method of computing the induced current for a

specified electron motion is here explained which is
believed to be more direct and simpler than methods
previously described. In the more difficult cases, in
which flux plots or other tedious field-determination
methods must be used, only one field plot is needed
by the present method while the usual methods re-
quire a large number.
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METHOD OF COMPUTATION
The method is based on the following equation,

whose derivation is given later:
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Previous investigators who have concluded 
that the transit time of positive ions in their cells 
was too short to account for the lags they 
observed, have generally neglected to calculate 
the potential distribution in the cell. Without 
this knowledge such a conclusion is questionable. 
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General expressions are derived for the currents which flow in the external circuit connecting 
a system of conductors when a point charge is moving among the conductors. The results are 
applied to obtain explicit expressions for several cases of practical interest. 

I N the earlier days of vacuum tube technique 
when the radiofrequencies in use were rela-

tively low compared to those attained at present, 
it was acceptable to regard the transit of an 
electron across a vacuum tube as an instan-
taneous burst of current. At present, however, 
the tifIle of transit of the electron is of com-
parable duration.with the periods of alternating 
circuits and it is consequently of interest to 
know the instantaneous value of the current 
induced by the moving charge over its entire 
time of transit. 

Before discussing what effect the moving 
charge has, we must introduce certain conven-
tions as to what part of the total field is to be 
attributed to the charge and what part to other 
causes. It proves most convenient to consider 
that all of the conductors are grounded and to 
examine the currents to them through the ex-
ternal circuit due to the motion of the charge. 
If the voltages on the conductors are varying, 
however, charges will be induced and currents 
will flow as dictated by the coefficients of 
capacity. In keeping with the superposition 
principle, I the net current is found by adding 
the currents induced by the moving charge 
(or each moving charge if there are several) and 
the currents due to changing voltages. 

1 Jeans, Mathematical Theory of Electricity and Mag-
netism, fourth edition, p. 90. 
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We are thus led to consider the charges and 
. currents induced on a system of grounded sta-
tionary conductors by the motion of a point 
charge. If we have a system of grounded con-
ductors, perhaps as illustrated in Fig. 1, num-

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of conductors 
and currents. 

bered 1, 2, ... n, say, then the charge qi induced 
on conductor 1 due to a unit point charge in the 
space is calculated as follows: Let conductor 1 be 
at unit potential and the others be grounded and 
let the space between the conductors be free of 
charge. The electrostatic potential produced by 
this situation has the value VIer) at the arbitrary 
point r of space. Then, in terms of this potential 
distribution, the charge, qI, induced on 1 by a 
unit charge at r is 

(1) 
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Proof: Let us imagine that a vanishingly small 
conductor is placed at r; let it be number 0 and 
the other conductors be numbers 1 to n. 

Situation 1. Let conductor 0 be uncharged, 
conductor 1 be at unit potential, 2 '" n be at 
zero potential. The charges Q/ and potentials V/ 
accordingly satisfy the equations: VOl = VIer), 
V 1'=1, V2'=··· =Vn'=O; Qo'=O. Situation 2. 
Let conductor 0 possess unit charge. Let all 
other conductors be grounded and denote the 
charge on 1 by qi. Then Qol! = 1, QI" =ql, 
V 1=··· = Vn=O. According to Green's recipro-
cation theorem;2 

V/'Q/) V 1(r)+ql 

and this is Eq. (1). 
If the point charge moves with a vector 

velocity v=dr/dt, we find for It. the current 
which flows to conductor 1 through the external 
circuit, 

Il=dqddt= -VV1(r)·dr/dt=E 1(r)·v, (2)-

where E 1(r) is the electric field at point r due to 
unit potential on 1 with 2 ... n grounded. By the 
same argument we find that the current to the ith 
conductor is 

(3) 

(As was pointed out above, the current just 
calculated, although it is expressed in terms of 
fields produced by potentials on the electrodes, 
is that induced by the motion of the charge and 
does not include currents produced by changing 
potentials upon the conductors.) Since we have 
used a theorem of electrostatics in our theory, 
the results will not be valid if retardation effects 
are important within the volume throughout 
which the charges move; they will be valid, 

2 Reference 1, p. 92. 
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however, if these effects are small, even for 
large transit angles of the moving charges. 

ApPLICATIONS 

Infinite plane parallel plates 
If conductors 1 and 2 are perpendicular to the 

X axis and have intercepts X=O and x=d, 
respectively, then E1 = l/d and E2 -l/d; and 
for a velocity v=dx/dt, we get the data of 
Table I. 

TABLE 1. Currents induced by unit point charge mlYlJing 
with velocity v. 

I_It I [, 

Parallel Planes ojd -vld 

Coaxial Cylinders vlrln bla -vir In (bla) 

Concentric Spheres vab vab 
(v-a),' - (v-a)r' 

Cylindrical Triode v -,." -v 
a<r<b r In b/a (1 +,.)r In (v/a) (I +,.)r In (v/a) 

b<r<c o 

Coaxial cylinders and concentric spheres 
For these we let 1, the inner conductor, have 

radius a and 2 have radius b and let v = dr / dt. 

Cylindrical triode 
Let the three electrodes in order of increasing 

radii be I, cathode, radius a; 2 grid b; 3 anode c. 
Denoting the amplification factor by p, and 
assuming that the average potentials at the 
grid due to unit potential on 1, 2, and 3, respec-
tively, are Vl(b) =0, V2(b) =,u/(1+,u), Va(b) 
= 1/(1+,u).3 Letting v=dr/dt, we get the re-
maining data of Table I. 

a For a more accurate treatment suitable for smal1 
amplification factors see Dow, Fundamentals of Engineering 
Electronics, p. 49. 
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Previous investigators who have concluded 
that the transit time of positive ions in their cells 
was too short to account for the lags they 
observed, have generally neglected to calculate 
the potential distribution in the cell. Without 
this knowledge such a conclusion is questionable. 
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General expressions are derived for the currents which flow in the external circuit connecting 
a system of conductors when a point charge is moving among the conductors. The results are 
applied to obtain explicit expressions for several cases of practical interest. 

I N the earlier days of vacuum tube technique 
when the radiofrequencies in use were rela-

tively low compared to those attained at present, 
it was acceptable to regard the transit of an 
electron across a vacuum tube as an instan-
taneous burst of current. At present, however, 
the tifIle of transit of the electron is of com-
parable duration.with the periods of alternating 
circuits and it is consequently of interest to 
know the instantaneous value of the current 
induced by the moving charge over its entire 
time of transit. 

Before discussing what effect the moving 
charge has, we must introduce certain conven-
tions as to what part of the total field is to be 
attributed to the charge and what part to other 
causes. It proves most convenient to consider 
that all of the conductors are grounded and to 
examine the currents to them through the ex-
ternal circuit due to the motion of the charge. 
If the voltages on the conductors are varying, 
however, charges will be induced and currents 
will flow as dictated by the coefficients of 
capacity. In keeping with the superposition 
principle, I the net current is found by adding 
the currents induced by the moving charge 
(or each moving charge if there are several) and 
the currents due to changing voltages. 
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La	formula	di	reciprocità		di	Green

Supponiamo che le cariche q1, q2, ... in posizioni indicate con 1, 2, ... 
producano i potenziali V1, V2 ... nelle medesime posizioni. Analogamente, 
le cariche q’1, q’2, ... producono i potenziali V’1, V’2 ...    Allora 

e quindi troviamo 

Vn =
X

k 6=n

qk
rkn

X

n

q0nVn =
X

k,n(k 6=n)

q0nqk
rkn

=
X

n

qnV
0
n

Edoardo Milotti - Metodi di Trattamento dei Segnali



Se	ora	consideriamo	cariche	estese	Qk e	le	decomponiamo	nelle	
cariche	elementari	componenti,	si	vede	subito	che	si	può	usare	la	
formula

per	ottenere

40
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X
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qnV
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Q0
kVk =

X

k

QkV
0
k

Edoardo Milotti - Metodi di Trattamento dei Segnali
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Q1 = 1; Q2 = Q3 = Q4 = · · · = 0

Q0
1 = 0; Q0

2 = 1; Q0
3 = Q0

4 = · · · = 0

V1 = p11; V2 = p12; . . .

V 0
1 = p21; V 0

2 = p22; . . .

Ora consideriamo i casi speciali

da cui si trova

e quindi

vale a dire che il potenziale indotto sull’elettrodo 2 da una carica unitaria 
sull’elettrodo 1 è uguale al potenziale indotto sull’elettrodo 1 da una carica 
unitaria sull’elettrodo 2 (con tutti gli altri elettrodi scarichi). 

X

k

Q0
kVk = p12;

X

k

QkV
0
k = p21

p12 = p21
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Utilizzando il principio di sovrapposizione troviamo allora: 

e in seguito, invertendo il sistema lineare troviamo 

dove i coefficienti Cij sono le capacità interelettrodiche, e vale la relazione

dal momento che l’inversa di una matrice simmetrica è ancora simmetrica. 

V1 = p11Q1 + p12Q2 + p13Q3 + . . .

V2 = p21Q1 + p22Q2 + p23Q3 + . . .

. . .

Q1 = C11V1 + C12V2 + C13V3 + . . .

Q2 = C21V1 + C22V2 + C23V3 + . . .

. . .

Cij = Cji
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Il	teorema	di		Shockley-Ramo

Edoardo Milotti - Metodi di Trattamento dei Segnali

Ora	consideriamo	un’altra	coppia	di	situazioni	in	cui	si	considera	una	carica	
elementare	in	posizione	r e	uno	specifico	elettrodo	(2)

Situazione	1:			

Situazione	2:

Allora

X

k

Q0
kVk =

X

k

QkV
0
k

Q1 = 0; V1 = V1(r); V2 = V ; V3 = V4 = · · · = 0

Q0
1 = q(r) = q; Q0

2 = Q; V 0
2 = V 0

3 = V 0
4 = · · · = 0

qV1(r) = QV
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qV1(r) = QV

Previous investigators who have concluded 
that the transit time of positive ions in their cells 
was too short to account for the lags they 
observed, have generally neglected to calculate 
the potential distribution in the cell. Without 
this knowledge such a conclusion is questionable. 
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rappresentazione dei conduttori nell’articolo di Shockley

rappresentazione dei conduttori nell’articolo di Ramo

end impedance of the quarter-wave line, and 0
represents the electrical length of the line. In this
figure the solid line is obtained from (11). It will be
observed that the experimental points are in close
agreement with the theoretical curve, the greatest
departure being of the order of 5 per cent. It is inter-
esting to note that there is no indication of the opti-

mum predicted by the previous theoretical results,
shown by the dashed line.
We must conclude, therefore, that the short-line

calculations based on previous theoretical formulas
are in error, and that the theory presented in this
paper is adequate for the design of transmission-line
circuits.

Currents Induced by Electron Motion*
SIMON RAMOt, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary-A method is given for computing the instantaneous
current induced in neighboring conductors by a given specified motion
of electrons. The method is based on the repeated use of a simple
equation giving the current due to a single electron's movement and is
believed to be simpler than methods previously described.

INTRODUCTION
N designing vacuum tubes in which electron
transit-time is relatively long, it becomes neces-
sary to discard the low-frequency concept that

the instantaneous current taken by any electrode is
proportional to the number of electrons received by
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it per second. Negative grids, it is known, may carry
current even though they collect no electrons and
current may be noted in the circuit of a collector
during the time the electron is still approaching the
collector. A proper concept of current to an electrode
must consider the instantaneous change of electro-
static flux lines which end on the electrode and the
methods given in the literature for computing in-
duced current due to electron flow are based on this
concept.
A method of computing the induced current for a

specified electron motion is here explained which is
believed to be more direct and simpler than methods
previously described. In the more difficult cases, in
which flux plots or other tedious field-determination
methods must be used, only one field plot is needed
by the present method while the usual methods re-
quire a large number.

* Decimal classification: R138. Original manuscript received
by the Institute, September 16, 1938.

t General Engineering Laboratory, General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y.

METHOD OF COMPUTATION
The method is based on the following equation,

whose derivation is given later:

i = E,ev (1)
where i is the instantaneous current received by the
given electrode due to a single electron's motion, e
is the charge on the electron, v is its instantaneous
velocity, and E, is the component in the direction v
of that electric field which would exist at the elec-
tron's instantaneous position under the following
circumstances: electron removed, given electrode
raised to unit potential, all other conductors
grounded. The equation involves the usual assump-
tions that induced currents due to magnetic effects
are negligible and that the electrostatic field propa-
gates instantaneously.

SIMPLE EXAMPLE
A simple example is offered in the computation of

the instantaneous current due to an electron's motion
between two infinite plates (Fig. 1). (The result is
a starting point for the analysis of a diode, for
example, when the transit-time is long.)
From (1) we obtain immediately

ev
i = evE = -

d

In the literature' it is stated that this same result
is deduced from image theory. This involves the
setting up of an infinite series of image charges on
each side of the plates for a given position of the
electron and a consideration of the total flux crossing
one of the planes due to the series of charges, a
method which is lengthy and requires no little
familiarity with methods of handling infinite series.

THE GENERAL CASE
Consider a number of electrodes, A, B, C, D, in

the presence of a moving electron (Fig. 2) whose
path and instantaneous velocity are known. A tedi-
ous way to find the current induced in, say, electrode

1 D. 0. North, "Analysis of the effects of space charge on grid
impedance," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 24, pp. 108-158; February,
(1936).
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Riassumendo:

e	quindi,	se	trattiamo	un	caso	quasi	1-dimensionale,	campo	e	
velocità	sono	paralleli,	e	inoltre	

e	perciò	ritroviamo

Il	teorema	di	Shockley-Ramo	ha	molte	applicazioni	nello	studio	
del	trasporto	di	carica.

qE · v = V I

I =
qv

L

E = V/L
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Nota	sull’applicazione	del	teorema	di	Shockley-Ramo	alle	
coppie	elettrone-lacuna	generate	nei	fotodiodi:	

nel	caso	di	una	coppia	elettrone-lacuna,	ciascuna	delle	
cariche	contribuisce	al	percorso	che	corrisponde	ad	una	
frazione	della	lunghezza	totale.	

La	somma	dei	due	contributi	è	equivalente	allo	spostamento	
di	un’unica	carica	attraverso	l’intera	lunghezza	L.	

In	un	caso	del	genere	la	coppia	contribuisce	alla	carica	totale	
trasportata	come	se	fosse	un	solo	portatore	di	carica.
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